
BAB3100EPE �

One for all

Series 3000



SUS304 stainless steel is a Japanese steel well-known for its quality and 
extreme resistance. It provides the Series 3000 with a construction that 
boasts a combination of lightness, ergonomics and extreme resistance 
to corrosion and to the warping that can result from high temperatures. 
This warp-free construction ensures the plates remain perfectly parallel, 
constant over time, and thus ensures the same alignment in relation to 
the hair when straightening.

A metal particle coating created using the same electro-galvanizing 
process as is used in jewelry-making generates even less friction and 
so the plates are even smoother. These plates contain no chemical 
agents and so ensure an even greater resistance to high temperatures 
and even more homogeneous heat over their entire surface.
EP TECHNOLOGY 5.0 coated plates
are:
• 3 x harder & longer lasting
• 3 x smoother
• hard-wearing to chemicals
give:
• lasting & perfect results
leave:
• hair respected & sublimated
 
A greater straightening surface compared to other professional 
straighteners
The 24 mm x 110 mm plates of the BAB3100EPE make the straightening 
time shorter and easier.
 
Floating plates
Like cushions, they shape themselves to the hair perfectly and hold 
it firmly throughout the straightening session without having to grip 
the hair too tightly so it’s more comfortable to use and it creates less 
tension in the wrist and hand.

Thanks to SUS304 stainless steel

Thanks to EP TECHNOLOGY 5.0 and to extraordinary plates
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* than the best professional straighteners

Its exclusive convex design and its ultra-sleek chrome surface make it 
ideal for straightening and curling hair.
Its dual function lets you use it in exactly the same way as you would 
use curling tongs thanks to its built-in locking system and its outer 
elliptical form heated by thermal conduction.

High density dual ceramic heating element for more 
power
This new heating element gives more power, 20% faster* heat up and 
exceptional heat distribution over the entire surface of the plates. 
Up to 230°C
This high level of temperature allows it to be used on the most difficult 
and coarse types of hair. This is also the ideal temperature for technical 
treatments (technical and keratin straightening).
 
FullWave Thermal Science
This new technology provides instant heat recovery to maintain 
constant temperature.
This heating element is 25% bigger than the traditional ones.

The BAB3100EPE also comprises, in key places, silicone at the junction 
between the heating parts at the front of the unit and the rear handle 
and Ryton. Both the silicone and Ryton are insulating materials that are 
highly resistant to heat.
The styler comes with a glove that protects the fingers from heat and 
a silicone insulating mat.

Thanks to a convex design

Thanks to FullWave Thermal Science technology

Thanks to advanced materials

Series 3000 ceramic heater
Traditional ceramic heater
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The Series 3000 appliances have the latest generation of ion generators 
offering a greater concentration of ions for softer, silkier and shinier hair.
They are hair care boosters and improve the beauty of the hair.

It’s not necessary to adjust BAB3100EPE’s temperature to the highest 
setting.

It’s not necessary to grip BAB3100EPE too tightly so that it holds the 
hair perfectly.

BAB3100EPE can be used for purposes other than straightening and 
can give volume to the hair..

BAB3100EPE can create many kinds of straightening and curling.

Yes! It’s all possible

Its high performance level guarantees the temperature is kept constant 
and the heat perfectly even over the entire surface of the plates.
Its floating plates shape themselves perfectly to the hair and result in a 
perfect straightening that lasts until the next time hair is washed.
Because of its design, it can get closer to the roots of the hair and lift it 
to give it more volume.
Its rounded shape lets one create perfect curls and a multitude of 
different styles.

Safety
If the styler remains unused for longer than about 72 minutes, the auto 
shut-off will turn it off; this option increases its lifetime and provides 
greater safety.

Thanks to IonMultiplier technology
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Yes!
Yes!
Yes!

Yes!
Because:
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Straighten, wave or curl with maximum ease and effectiveness

• Silicone insulating tips • Locking function

•2.70 m industrial-strength swivel cord

Eco-friendly (45 W)

• 1-year warranty

•  5 temperature settings
• LED temperature display
• On/off switch

• Silicone insulating mat and heat finger shield included

Barcode 3030050134421

TEMPERATURE SETTING GUIDE 
Hair type                                            Setting
damaged, colored or fine   150 °C
normal     170 °C
thick      190 °C
curly      210 °C
ethnic      230 °C
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